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Abstract — The mechanical behavior of a recently patented mechanical hand is examined by means of a multibody model. The hand is an under-actuated and self-adapting system that was conceived as human hand prostheses.

Test results are also presented as an application example; they showed that both the proposed model and the technique can be very useful for the study of the considered mechanical system.

The research was carried on in cooperation among Italian and Russian Universities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades robotics has largely drawn inspiration from biology, in particular, much attention has been made to replicate the hardware of the natural mechanisms.

One of the fields of robotics that has mainly taken inspiration from biology is the one relative to the gripper, in order to increase as much as possible the dexterity of these components.

In general, a robotic gripper can grasp in many different ways; the main distinction that is made is between a power grasp and a dexterous grasp.

The grasp of a human hand is always adapted to the type of task to perform and to the nature of the grasped object. For heavy objects or for delivering a large force a robust grasp is needed, while for lighter object a different and more dexterous grasp can be used. For these reasons research and industries focus their attention on developing robotic hands that “copy” the human hand.

One of the characteristic features in the evolution of robotic hands was the transition to the “underactuated” robotic hands which have a number of actuators lower than the number of degrees of freedom of the system.

The experimental prosthetic hand presented by Dechev at al., 2001, [1], is able to perform passive adaptive grasp, that is, the ability of the fingers to conform to the shape of an object held within the hand.

Brown and Asada, 2007, [2], collected a variety of human hand postures and used the principal components analysis to calculate the synergies between fingers, they called “eigenpostures” these hand postures. They presented a novel mechanism design to combine the eigenpostures and drive a 17-degree-of-freedom 5-fingered robot hand using only 2 DC motors.

Gosselin et al., 2008, [3], presented the design and experimental validation of an anthropomorphic underactuated robotic hand with 15 degrees of freedom and a single actuator.

Catalano et al., 2012, [4], presented the first implementation of the UNIPI-hand, a prototype which conciliates the idea of adaptive synergies for actuation with an high degree of integration, in a humanoid shape.

Many mechanical systems used for grasping devices have been conceived with multi finger systems that work likewise the human hand, [7-12], or even consist in human prostheses, and in this fields, many studies were carried out to reduce the cost and the development time, [13-15]. In the grasping devices that use fingers, if the system’s dimensions are comparable to those of an human hand, it is rather difficult to operate each of the finger phalanges by a (micro) motor, so the fingers are moved by tendons. The latter can be elastic, [3-6], or inextensible. Elastic tendons essentially permit to obtain a system that is easier to be operated and that can easily permit to each finger to adapt its bending to the shape of the object during the grabbing even if a single actuator for all the fingers is used. On the other side, inextensible tendons conceptually permit to exert ah higher grasping force but generally, if different bending of the finger are required, more complex actuator systems are required.

Finally, the kinematic pairs between the phalanges can be made up by simple hinges of more complex joints like the Hillberry’s rolling Joint, [4].

It is well-known that in human hands and animal paws in general, each finger has two different (almost inextensible) tendons to be bended and each tendon has his own actuator.

The present paper concerns a model of a single tendon three phalanges finger that is used in a multi-finger grasping device. By means of this finger and a differential system, it is possible to use one only actuator to move all the fingers of the hand, [14-17]. The grasp is always adapted to the shape of grasped object, and each finger grasps the object with the designed force.
II. FEDERICA HAND MODEL

A 3D model of a 5-fingered hand (Fig. 1) has been developed and the working schemes of this hand model (Fig. 2) and of the finger (Fig. 3) are reported. It is possible to change the geometric parameters of all phalanges (and all fingers) in a dialog window (Fig. 4). The hand scheme consists of 5 “finger” blocks with “Rigid Transform” blocks (Fig. 2) able to locate them with respect to each other (Fig. 1).

In order to simulate the presence of tendons inside the fingers, distributed forces have been applied (Fig. 5). Force of actuator \( F_a \) in Newtons (Fig. 2) is the main input and it will be automatically distributed for the 5 fingers, respectively, \( F_a/4 \) – thumb, index, middle fingers; \( F_a/8 \) – ring, little fingers (Fig. 3, tendon force, \( F_a/8 \)). To close all fingers a minimal actuator’s force \( F_a = 5 \) N is necessary, when gravity in Y direction of “World Frame” (perpendicular to palm) is active (Fig. 6, gravity).
In the model the following assumptions have been adopted: absence of friction phenomena, replacement of the tendon with a constant repartition of forces.

To create the shape of the joint in this phalanx (hole and peg) 3 bodies have been rigidly connected (Fig. 7, blue highlight) with thickness (T). So, thickness of phalanx is equal to \((3*T)\) three multiplied to Thickness (T) (Fig. 6, Thickness parameter). The scheme of each finger (Fig. 3) consists of three main subsystems: “proximal”, “medial”, “distal”, three “hard stops” and main blocks, three “revolute joints” and blocks for output angles and torque values (Fig. 8, torque, angle value2). It is also possible to output other characteristics of moving as for example: angular velocity, angular acceleration and so on.

III. FINGER MODEL STRUCTURE

Input parameters of each phalanx (Fig. 6) are: length (L), width (W), thickness (T), peg-hole radius (R), mass density, link color.
it has been connected to a “rigid transform” block to set the location of the body.

Subsystems “Hard stop” are located under each “Revolute Joint” block and contain (Fig. 10 a) a “Rotational Hard Stop” block. Universal Parameters of “Rotational Hard Stop” for all “Revolute Joints” blocks are shown in fig. 11. “Upper bound” and “Lower bound” allow to set up the excursion range of a “Revolute Joint” (they can be set in the window properties of Revolute Joint).

“Hard stop” block works with parameters of “Revolute Joint” block (Fig. 10, b): Input torque (t) and sensing velocity (w) (angular velocity). When distal phalanx reaches its “lower bound” (Fig. 9), “hard stop” block applies a torque to the revolute joint of distal phalanx to stop rotation, but it is also necessary to apply an opposite torque to the medial phalanx. In the real prototype, instead of torque of “Hard stop” and opposite torque (to medial phalanx) there is (fig. 9) the contact force acting on the distal (Fc.d) phalanx and the opposite of the contact force (Fc.m). The opposite torque on the medial phalanx is equal to Fc.m* Arm. In the model the opposite of the torque acts towards the medial phalanx inside subsystem “medial” (Fig. 15, “t hardstop”) by means of the input “t hard stop” (fig. 10, b) and is equal to torque of Hard Stop.

![Fig. 9. Opposite forces, acting on 2 different phalanges](image)

**IV. WORKING SCHEME OF DISTAL PHALANX**

The body of phalanx consists of “Solid” blocks (Fig. 12, “Peg”, “HoleA”, “Main Side1”, “Hole B”, and so on) with different shapes, dimensions and locations in space. As said the position of “Solid” blocks can be set by means of by “Rigid Transform” blocks (Fig. 12, “for Hole A1”, “for main side2” and so on). Also “Rigid Transform” blocks (Fig. 12) have been created “for force1” (Fig. 13: a) and “for force2” (Fig. 13: a), for attachment forces of the tendon along X and Y directions (Fig. 12, “External Force and Torque2,3”). If the tendon does not act along the center-line of phalanx (and also not along the X axis “for force2”, because the phalanx is parallel to the X axis “for force”), there will be also an Fy component of Force.

![Fig. 10. a) Inside “Hard Stop” subsystem; b) Parameters of “Revolute Joint” blocks](image)

![Fig. 11. Parameters of “Rotational Hard Stop” block](image)
Fig. 12. Working scheme of the distal phalanx

Fig. 13. a) Forces of tendon in point “for force1”; b) Forces on tendon in point “for force2”
In figure 14 it is possible to distinguish:
A – point of connection of the body of the distal phalanx to the tendon (point of frame “for force2”);  
B – point of tendon sliding by the distal phalanx (point of frame “for force1”).

The tendon forces acting on the distal phalanx have been considered in the reference frames “for forces” – points (Fig. 14, points A, B). Directions x1 and x2 in the frames (x1 - y1) and (x2 - y2) are parallel to the distal phalanx (C_i+1, C_{i+2}) and not parallel to tendon AB (tendon can be parallel to the phalanx and x 1,2 direction, if x 1 and x 2 are located on one line).

\[ \delta_1 \] – small constant angle, depending on reference locations of points A and B.

By a “Transform Sensor” block (Fig. 12) between “for force1” and “for force2” it is possible to calculate angle \( \delta_1 \) and see its value in “d1 value” block. So, if coordinates of points A and B will be changed, angle \( \delta_1 \) will be automatically recalculated.

F – force applied to the distal phalanx by tendon in the connecting point (point A). F acts along the tendon and it is equal to internal force inside the tendon (-F), but in the opposite direction.

In the middle of the scheme (Fig. 12) it is possible to see the blocks: “External Force and Torque2” and “External Force and Torque3”, that apply the actions of the tendon. The force that these blocks apply are described by following relation.

\[
\text{[Angle of direction of tendon]} = (\text{Angle of direction in axes x2 - y2}) - \delta_1
\]

\[
F_{x1} = -|F| \cdot \cos(\text{Angle of direction of tendon})
\]

\[
F_{y1} = -|F| \cdot \sin(\text{Angle of direction of tendon})
\]

\[
F_{x2} = -|F| \cdot \cos(\delta_1)
\]

\[
F_{y2} = -|F| \cdot \sin(\delta_1)
\]

V. WORKING SCHEME OF THE MEDIAL PHALANX

There are some differences in schemes between the medial and the distal phalanx.

“Medial” subsystem (phalanx):
1. Has opposite “hard stop” torque (is equal to “Hard stop” block’s torque) from the entrance “t hardstop”
2. Has “transform sensor3” (Fig. 12) to measure the angle of point C regarding to (x3 - y3) and “transform sensor4” to measure the angle of point B regarding to (x3 - y3) (Fig. 16, Angle of direction in axis x3 – y3).
3. Transform sensor determines the relative position by connecting with point C (Fig.15, “for force2”) and point B by entrance “for transform sensor(frame)1” in the “distal”. (Fig.12, “for force1”).
In the middle of the scheme (Fig. 15 a), b) it is possible to see the blocks: “External Force and Torque2” and “External Force and Torque1”, that apply the actions of the tendon. The force that these blocks apply are described by the following relation.
VI. Working scheme of the proximal phalanx

The working scheme of proximal phalanx is very similar to medial phalanx one, the only difference is in the first output of the guide of the tendon. For this phalanx the tendon comes out of the front surface and not from the lateral one, as seen in the scheme of Figure 17, in which the arrow indicates the further reference system associated with the exit point of the tendon.

In this way it is possible to increase the torque that the action of the tendon generates on the proximal phalanx.

For the actions that the tendon exerts on the phalanx, it is possible to do similar considerations to those made for the medial phalanx.

VII. One finger model simulations

A single finger simulation has been conducted in different conditions with the aim to find out how its behavior depends on geometrical parameters, in particular, on position of tendon guides. In the following the results of 3 tests, in which the above parameters have been changed to observe the dynamical behavior of the finger, are reported.

The gravity has the same direction of Y axis of “World Frame” (Fig. 18).

In the first two tests, the actuator force, is kept constant to 5N. This means that the tendon pulls with the same constant force during all the simulation, after an initial interval of 0.02 seconds, needed to reach the nominal value. In the third test the action of a motor that pulls the tendon is simulated. In this case the motor operates a displacement of the tendon and its control generates a traction force that is not constant.

Test 1. Tendon distance from hinges equal for three phalanges

In this first test the distance from the joints along the Y axis, of the tendon guide in all the phalanges is the same and it is equal to 5mm.

In figure 19 are shown the results of the test 1.

It is possible to observe that the first phalanx that reaches its final position (-90 degree), is the distal, whose angle of rotation is teta3; then the medial phalanx reaches its final position (angle teta2) and, finally, the proximal phalanx reaches in final position. A such closing sequence of the phalanges of the finger, is not preferable in grasping tasks, in fact with this sequence the finger closes on itself and is not capable of grasping any object.

Test 2. Tendon distance from hinges different for
three phalanges
In this second test the distances of the tendon guides are chosen different for each phalanx, as it is possible to see in figure 20.

In figure 21 are shown the results of the test 2.
In this second test the closing sequence of the finger is different and, in particular, the proximal phalanx is the first phalanx to reach its final position, then the medial phalanx reaches its final position and finally the distal phalanx closes. This second kind of closing sequence is more advantageous in grasping task, in fact in this way the finger wraps around objects to grasp.

It is also evident that the total time to complete finger closing in the second test (0.04 seconds) is minor than the one of the first test (0.06 seconds), this happens because the change in the parameters, implies a change in the dynamical beaviour of the finger.

The results of Test 2, clearly show that the finger behavior depends on its geometrical parameters, and so it is possible to identify the optimal configurations to set up the correct closing order of phalanges in order to grasp objects using this 3D model.

Test 3. Control of the displacement of the actuator tendon.
In the third test, the rules for implementing the traction force have been changed. It was assumed that the tendon is moved by a motor, in this case the motor is actuated to obtain a determined displacement of the actuator tendon, figure 22.

Such type of movements, generates a traction force very different from the one assumed constant in the previous tests.
In particular in Figure 23 it is possible to observe the behavior of the traction force of the tendon in the two cases: a) constant traction force, b) traction force for a given displacement of the tendon.
It is possible to observe that the residual traction force, after the finger is completely closed, in the two above cases is different. In fact, when the tendon applies a constant force, the residual traction force value is equal to the constant force, while, when the tendon is moved by a motor, the residual force depends on the difference between desired displacement and the final displacement of the tendon. The greater this difference, the greater the force with which the motor pulls the tendon to make him to achieve the desired displacement.

In figure 24 are shown the rotation angles of the finger during the simulation test 3.
decreased respect to the constant value applied in the first two tests. By actuating the motor to obtain the desired tendon displacement, it is possible to observe a max value of the tendon force of 3 N (Fig. 23).

A more realistic simulation must provide for the presence of the antagonist tendon. The antagonist tendon opposes to the traction tendon action and allows to restore the finger in ex-tended configuration, figure 25. This tendon is fixed to the last phalanx, the distal one, and it flows in guides positioned on the upper side of the finger. The medial phalanx and the proximal phalanx terminate with a pulley on which the antagonist tendon wraps itself. So, the actions that the antagonist tendon generates on the phalanges are different for the distal phalanx and for the medial and proximal phalanx.

On the distal phalanx the action of antagonist tendon has the direction x and a value FR, and its point of application is the tendon attachment point, figure 8. On the medial and proximal phalanges the action of the antagonist tendon has a direction that depends on the rotation angle of successive phalanx and its point of application is in the hinge of the successive phalanx, figure 8. In equation (1) the antagonist tendon actions on the three phalanges are reported.

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{A1x} &= FR; F_{A1y} = 0 \\
F_{A2x} &= FR(1 - \cos \theta_2); F_{A2y} = FR \sin \theta_2 \\
F_{A3x} &= FR(1 - \cos \theta_3); F_{A3y} = FR \sin \theta_3
\end{align*}
\]  

(11)

Where:

- \( F_{Aix} \) component of the action of the antagonist tendon on phalanx i in direction x;
- \( F_{Aiy} \) component of the action of the antagonist tendon on phalanx i in direction y;
- \( \theta_i \) rotation angle of phalanx (i);
- FR action of antagonist tendon.

In the simplest case, the action of the antagonist tendon, FR, is implemented by a spring element with a stiffness k. In figure 26 a scheme of the actuation of the finger is shown.

In this modelling case, the actuator pulls the traction tendon with the same law of motion of free simulation, while a spring element pulls the antagonist tendon.

The action of traction tendon must always contrast the action of antagonist tendon.

In figure 27 the rotation angles of the three phalanges are shown for three different simulations in which the stiffness of the spring element of the antagonist tendon varies. In all three the simulations, the law of motion of the motor ensures a displacement ramp of the actuator tendon of 30 mm in 0.5 seconds.
In figure 27a) k=1.1 N/mm and the closing sequence of the finger is "distal-medial-proximal". Increasing the stiffness k the closing sequence of the finger changes, with k = 2.5 N/mm becomes "medial-proximal-distal", figure 27b), and with k = 3.5 N/mm is "proximal-medial-distal", figure 27c). With this type of antagonist tendon, the actuator tendon must always exert a force to keep the finger closed, like it is possible to observe in figure 28.

The diagram of figure 28 shows the force exerted by traction tendon and by antagonist tendon when the spring element has a stiffness k=3.5 N/mm. It is possible to observe that the antagonist tendon always exerts a force which is increasing with the displacement of the tendon itself, simultaneously, the actuator tendon can never cancel its action even when the final configuration of the finger has been reached.

This last test show that, in the behavior of the finger, and consequently of the entire hand, the application of the tendon force is a key parameter. The study of the law of motion with which the motor pulls the tendon is, therefore, a necessary step in the development of the mechanical hand. For this purpose, the model developed, is a very useful tool.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A multibody model of a recently patented mechanical hand has been proposed. The tests presented as examples show some aspects of the hand mechanical behavior and also that both the proposed model and the technique can be very useful for the study of the considered mechanical system. This mainly as far as the influence of some geometrical parameters is concerned.

What above suggests that the model can be usefully adopted to investigate on some aspects concerned with this hand prostheses as:

- the static behavior of the phalanxes once the gripping occurred;
- the appropriate law of motion to pull the tendon and to generate a dynamic behavior suitable for the gripping of the objects.

The aspects above are very important being the mechanism an under-actuated and self-adapting system. The research was carried on in the context of a cooperation among Italian and Russian Universities and encourages further cooperation among them.
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